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Chapter 1

Counting birds

1.1 Birds and birdhouses

Imagine a birdhouse in the forest. It has two doors.

• There is a door at ground level. Birds can come and go from the
birdhouse by hopping in or out through this door, on the ground.

• There is another door at the top of the birdhouse. Birds can come and
go from the birdhouse by flying in or out through this door, through
the air.

These are the only two ways that birds can get into or out of the birdhouse.
Birds all look identical and we can’t tell one from another, but it is possible
to count them.

The forest also contains many birdhouses. In fact, you can even consider
a tree or a bush or a patch of weedy ground to be a kind of birdhouse. A
birdhouse is nothing but a place where birds can be found. In all cases, birds
can enter or leave a birdhouse in just two ways: by hopping on the ground,
or by flying through the air.

Bird-watchers have adopted some customary ways to count birds.

• Over a given period of time, F denotes the net number of birds that
fly out of the birdhouse. Since this is a net number, it can be either
positive or negative. For example, if 5 birds fly in and 7 birds fly out,
then F = 7− 5 = +2.
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• Over the same period of time, H denotes the net number of birds that
hop into the birdhouse. This can also be positive or negative. For
example, if 3 birds hop in and 8 birds hop out, then H = 3− 8 = −5.

Notice that we count as positive birds that hop in and birds that fly out. This
seems a little inconsistent. The reason for doing things this way is simply
tradition, and since it has become standard we will adopt these definitions
for F and H.

Here is an interesting historical anecdote. Once upon a time,
nobody actually knew that flying birds and hopping birds were
the same kind of creature. They thought “flyers” and “hoppers”
Then one day a bird-watcher called the Count observed a partic-
ular sort of birdhouse. He watched as hundreds and hundreds of
flyers entered the birdhouse through the upper door, then hun-
dreds and hundreds of hoppers exited through the lower door.1

There seemed to be no limit to the number of hoppers that might
emerge from the birdhouse, as long as flyers kept arriving. And
at the end of the day, the birdhouse itself seemed completely un-
changed by the process. The Count realized that these facts only
made sense if flyers and hoppers were the same sort of thing,
namely birds. This was the birth of the modern science of bird-
watching, which some people call birdodynamics.

1.2 The First Rule of Birdhouses

Over the years, bird-watchers discovered two important facts:

• It is possible to determine the number of birds in a birdhouse. This
might be done indirectly, by weighing the birdhouse or observing how
noisy or smelly it is. It might be done one way for some parts of a
birdhouse and another way for others. No matter. The key fact is
that, by making a few observations of a birdhouse it is possible (if we
know the right formula) to determine the bird population inside. Call
that population B.

1According to legend, as the Count watched this happen he was heard to murmur, One
little hopper! Two little hoppers! Three little hoppers! Four . . . .
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• Birds are conserved. Roughly speaking, this means that no little baby
birds are born, and no old sickly birds die off.2

Both facts are worth pondering about.

Exercise 1.1 Suppose we do not know the formula for bird-counting in a bird-
house, but we are sure that such a formula does exist. Does this have any
consequences?

Consider a process in which the final state of the birdhouse looks exactly like
the original one. What is ∆B?

Exercise 1.2 People have tried various ways to express the second fact above,
the conservation of birds. Here are three statements of the idea. You are to
evaluate each statement. Is it correct? Does it express something we might
actually observe? Does it apply generally, or only in a special situation?

(a) The total number of birds in the world is constant. (General and maybe
true. But not observable, since we do not see the whole world.)

(b) If we close up both doors of a birdhouse, then the number of birds in it is
constant. (True and observable, but not very general. What about open
birdhouses?)

(c) Birds are neither created nor destroyed. (This is much like our explanation
of the idea above.) (A bit tricky. Since we cannot actually tell birds apart,
how can we say that such-and-such a bird was created or destroyed?)

Now let’s give the best and most general way of expressing the conserva-
tion of birds. It is a mathematical law about birdhouses and bird counting.
Over a period of time, count F and G, the net numbers of birds that fly out
of or hop into a given birdhouse. If we determine the birdhouse population
at the beginning and end of the period, then

∆B = H − F (1.1)

where ∆B = Bf − Bi, the change in population. Equation 1.1 is known as
the First Rule of Birdhouses. It applies to all sorts of birdhouses under all
circumstances, and it only involves things that we can actually determine by
observation.

2This slightly confusing to many people. They may think you mean something different
by by the phrase “bird conservation”! But we bird-watchers have our own lingo.
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Exercise 1.3 In the best-selling 1970 novel Jonathan Livingston Seagull by
Richard Bach, the eponymous bird-hero achieves spiritual enlightenment and
learns to teleport himself from one place to another, without passing through
the space in between. (This bizarre story was actually made into a film in 1973.
The 1970’s were a deeply weird era.) Comment on the implications of Jonathan’s
ability for the First Rule of Birdhouses.

(Jonathan can violates the First Rule by entering a birdhouse without either
flying or hopping there. Put another way, the First Rule means (among other
things) that teleporting birds are not allowed!)

The First Rule of Birdhouses says something very significant about birds.
It says that the only way to change the number of birds B in a birdhouse is
for birds to hop or fly into or out of the birdhouse. Birds do not appear or
disappear, as if by magic, within the birdhouse.

We can in principle observe all of the terms in the First Rule: ∆B, H
and F . But if we only happen to observe two of them, we can determine the
other one. For example, suppose a particular birdhouse stands in tall grass
where it is hard to count hopping birds. If we find that ∆B = +5 over the
course of a day, and a net number F = +3 birds flew out of the birdhouse in
the same period, then we may conclude that H = ∆B + F = +8. A net of
eight birds must have hopped into the birdhouse during the day.

Exercise 1.4 If we can use the First Rule of Birdhouses to determine unob-
served quantities, why is it important the all the terms in Equation 1.1 are
observable?

(If we could not in principle measure all the parts of Equation 1.1, then it
would not have any observable significance.)

Note: To establish the First Rule in the first place, we have to
do many experiments in which we observe all three of ∆B, G
and F , and checked Equation 1.1. That’s inductive reasoning,
the kind of reasoning that starts with specific cases and works
toward general principles. All of the terms in Equation 1.1 must
therefore be observable. However, once we have accepted the
First Rule as a fact, we can use deductive reasoning in specific
cases to infer unobserved terms from others that we did observe.
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1.3 State and history

When we examine the three terms in Equation 1.1, we find that they fall
into two categories. Remember that we can determine B by making some
observations of the birdhouse. It is a “state function”, a quantity that is
determined by the observed state of the birdhouse. This means that we can
determine ∆B without spending all day watching birds. We just measure
Bam in the morning and Bpm in the evening, and calculate ∆B = Bpm−Bam.
We could spend the day fishing.

To determine H and F , however, we do need to watch the birdhouse all
through the day. These quantities are determined by the entire history of the
birdhouse, not just the initial and final states. They are “history functions”.
If the birdhouse population changes by ∆B, we can’t automatically tell what
combination of H and F led to that change.

Exercise 1.5 Consider the Count’s experiment, described above. What was
∆B during the period of his observations? Can we determine the values of H
and F without more information? Suppose the Count tells us that he observed
H = −500 (i.e., that 500 birds hopped out of the birdhouse). What is the value
of F during that day?

(∆B = 0, but we cannot determine H and F . However, we do know that
H = F during the day.)

This gives us another perspective on the First Rule. Both H and F depend
on the whole history of the birdhouse during the day. But the combination
H − F does not. It equals ∆B, which depends only on the initial and final
situations. The First Rule is about how the history of a birdhouse is related
to changes in its state.

We must realize that “hopping” and “flying” are ways that birds move,
not kinds of birds. A novice bird-watcher, observing one bird hop into the
birdhouse, might say, “The number of hopping birds in the birdhouse has
increased by one.” But it does not make sense to say that a birdhouse con-
tains so many “hopping birds” or so many “flying birds”. In the birdhouse,
birds are birds.

Thus, neitherH nor F by itself represents the change in any state function—
at least in the general case. In a special situation, however, they might. Sup-
pose for instance that we close the upper door of the birdhouse, guaranteeing
that F = 0. The First Rule now says that ∆B = H. In this case, it actu-
ally does make sense to regard all of the birds in the birdhouse as ”hopping
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birds”, since that is the only available way that birds can move. H measures
how the hopping bird content of the birdhouse increases.

Exercise 1.6 Create a parallel example in which we can regard all of the birds
as “flying birds”, and in which F represents the decrease in the flying bird content
of the birdhouse.

To put it another way, if either F or H is known to be zero, we can determine
the other history function just by observing the birdhouse at the beginning
and end of the day, and calculating ∆B. In these special situations, the
history functions become state functions.
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Chapter 2

Bird happiness

2.1 Which way do birds hop?

Birdodynamics is all about the movement of birds from one birdhouse to
another. It seems at first that the First Rule tells us all we need to know
about this, but further observations of birds suggests that there are other
principles at work.

First of all, we note that birds can and do fly from anywhere to anywhere.
That is, if we have two birdhouses P and Q, we can get birds to fly from one
to the other in either direction. But hopping birds are more particular.

It often happens that birds are willing to hop from P to Q, but not in
the opposite direction. We write P → Q if the birds are willing to hop from
P to Q, and P 9 Q if they are not. Birds are always willing to hop in at
least one of the directions, so either P → Q or Q → P (or both). But why
is it that birds sometimes have a definite one-way preference?

Soon we realize that there is a way to tell which direction the birds will
hop. Some birdhouses appear to be very harmonious. The birds get along
and sing sweetly together. But other birdhouses are more raucous. The birds
in these birdhouses squabble and make an awful racket. And we find that
the birds (very sensibly) will only hop from the worse places to the better
ones.

We express these observations with the idea of “happiness”. Different
birdhouses have different degrees of happiness.

• If P → Q but Q9 P , then Q is happier than P .
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• P → Q and Q→ P (that is, birds are willing to hop in either direction),
then P and Q are equally happy.

Two birdhouses that are equally happy are said to be in “equilibrium” with
each other. We could write this P ↔ Q.

Notice that we do not (or not yet) have a quantitative measure of hap-
piness. Happiness is a purely qualitative concept so far. By looking at how
birds hop between P and Q, we can say that P is more happy, less happy, or
equally happy. We cannot say that that P has a happiness of exactly X units,
whatever that might mean. But happiness is a “state function” of a sort,
because we can find out about it by observation. We can just put birdhouses
next to each other and see which way the birds will hop. If two birdhouses
appear identical in all respects, they are equally happy. (We could express
this by saying that P → A, which of course means that A↔ A.)

One more fact is worth mentioning. Birds, it turns out, do not like to be
crowded together. This means that, in general, the more birds are in a given
birdhouse, the less happy it becomes. There are numerous complications.
For instance, if several birds hop into a birdhouse, but at the same time we
change it in another way—maybe by opening up some air vents to improve the
circulation inside—then the birdhouse might actually wind up more happy
than before. But as a general rule, and without making any other changes,
more birds mean less happiness.

By the way, if two birdhouses are in equilibrium, this does not mean that
they have the same number of birds. If the birdhouses were identical, this
might be true. But if we put a large and comfortable birdhouse next to a
small and shabby one, then they will be in equilibrium only when most of the
birds are in the larger birdhouse. The crowding in one birdhouse will balance
the poor conditions in the other, and they will be equally happy overall.

Imagine two birdhouses P and Q standing next to each other. We close
the upper doors so that no birds enter or leave by flying. At first Q is happier
than P , so birds begin to hop from P to Q.

Exercise 2.1 Describe what happens next to the birdhouses and to their rela-
tive happiness.

(As birds leave P , it becomes more happy. As they enter Q, it becomes less
happy. In other words, P and Q become more nearly equal in happiness.)
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Exercise 2.2 Will P ever become happier than Q in this way? (You may
assume that happiness only changes very slightly when a single bird enters or
leaves a birdhouse.)

(No. If P ever became even slightly happier than Q, then birds would no
longer hop from P to Q. The only bird movement would be the other way.)

As birds hop from one birdhouse to the other, their movements always tend
to equalize the happiness of the two birdhouses. Once the birdhouses are in
equilibrium, they tend to stay that way.

In all of our discussions, we adopt the point of view that a single
bird more or less is no big deal. When one bird enters or leaves
a birdhouse, the birdhouse state changes by only a tiny amount,
just as the state of a city changes only a little if one person moves
in or out. Another way of thinking about this is that we treat
the bird counts B, H and F as if they were continuous variables.
We might call this the large birdhouse assumption.

Exercise 2.3 Explain how the large birdhouse assumption allows us to conclude
that two birdhouses can eventually reach equilibrium with each other.

(Without the assumption, it might happen that Q is happier than P , but if a
single bird hops across then the reverse is true. Under the assumption, if P and
Q are so close in happiness that a single bird makes the difference, then they are
essentially equal in happiness, and thus in equilibrium.)

This also suggests an idealized type of birdhouse that is so vast that its
happiness never changes at all, no matter how many birds go in or out of
it. Such a birdhouse is called a bird reservoir.1 A bird reservoir is a handy
concept that we will sometimes use to help us understand the movements of
birds.

2.2 The Happiness Rule

Is there really some overall concept of “happiness” that explains which way
birds are willing to hop between birdhouses? This is actually a surprisingly
tricky question.

1The French word reservoir roughly means pond or lagoon. Evidently the French bird-
watchers were interested in waterfowl.
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Exercise 2.4 Consider the following situation: P → Q, Q→ R, and R→ P ,
but no birds are willing to hop in the opposite direction. Could such a situation
arise if (a) every birdhouse had a definite level of “happiness”, and (b) birds are
always willing to hop to a place that is at least as happy as the one they are in?

(No.)

The image suggested in the previous exercise is one in which birds ceaselessly
hop from P to Q, from Q to R, and from R to P again, each time believing
that they are hopping to a happier place. Even though they prefer Q to P
and also R to Q, they do not prefer R to P . This is rather neurotic behavior!
But birds do not actually do this sort of thing. We express this by a new
Rule, which we call the Happiness Rule:

If P → Q and Q→ R, then P → R.

Exercise 2.5 Show that the Happiness Rule forbids the situation in the previous
exercise.

Exercise 2.6 Use the Happiness Rule to derive the following fact: If P ↔ R
and Q↔ R, then P ↔ Q.

Note: This fact was pointed out after the First Rule had already been for-
mulated, but many people believe that it is an even more basic fact about birds.
Thus, this is sometimes called the Zeroth Rule of Birdhouses. We’ll use the
Happiness Rule instead.

The Happiness Rule tells us that birds are fundamentally rational creatures.
They have a definite idea of what happiness is—or at least, which place is
more happy than another. They always prefer to hop to the happier place.

But, to remind ourselves, birds in flight behave differently. A bird might
fly from P to Q, even if it would not be willing to hop in that direction
(P 9 Q). This is a fundamental difference between the two kinds of bird
movement.

2.3 Unhappiness

Because of the Happiness Rule, we can conclude that birds have a definite
order to their preferences in birdhouses. We could in principle line the bird-
houses up in order, from the least happy to the most happy. Then we might
assign a number f to each one to indicate its place in line. (Two birdhouses
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that are equally happy would get the same number, of course.) This “ad-
dress” would act as a “scale” of happiness, because P → Q would mean that
f(P ) ≤ f(Q). But this way of measuring happiness is completely arbitrary.
We’d like something better.

One idea for doing this is to pick out a particular kind of birdhouse, which
we will call T . We close the upper door of T and keep its other properties
constant, so that the only thing about T that can change is its population
BT . The more birds are in T , the less happy it is. We therefore define the
unhappiness of T to be:

U = ηBT , (2.1)

where η is a positive scale constant that we choose. The unhappiness U is a
number between 0 and ∞.

Having defined the unhappiness of T , we can use it to define the unhappi-
ness of other birdhouses. Let TU denote the birdhouse T with an unhappiness
level U . Then we say that P has unhappiness U if P ↔ TU .

Many things follow from this.

Exercise 2.7 Show that P and Q are in equilibrium if they have the same
unhappiness U .

(Note that this uses the Zeroth Rule of Birdhouses.)

Exercise 2.8 Let UP and UQ be the unhappiness levels of P and Q. Show
that P → Q if and only if UP ≥ UQ.

Exercise 2.9 Return to our previous picture, in which all birdhouses were lined
up by their level of happiness. Describe how the birdhouses TU fit into this
picture. Use this to critique the unhappiness measure U . Does every birdhouse
have a definite value of U? What criticisms become less important under the
large birdhouse assumption?

Since we can use T to determine the unhappiness level of other birdhouses,
we call it a dismalometer.

Exercise 2.10 Suppose we take a birdhouse P and put it next to the dis-
malometer T . Birds hop to and fro, and eventually the two birdhouses reach
equilibrium. We then have a measurement of UP .

Is this value the (hypothetical) original level of P ’s unhappiness, before we
introduced the dismalometer T? How does it differ? Under what circumstances
would it be the same? What if P were a bird reservoir?
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Our measure of unhappiness U depends on our choice of dismalometer T . If
we chose a different dismalometer T ′, we would get a different measure U ′.
However, the two measures would be related.

Exercise 2.11 Given two dismalometers, yielding two unhappiness measures,
show that (a) two birdhouses have the same value of U only if they also have
the same value of U ′; and (b) UP > UQ implies that U ′P > U ′Q.

Nevertheless, we must admit again that our choice of unhappiness measure-
ment is based on an arbitrary choice of dismalometer T . (Later we will search
for a more absolute measure.)

A dismalometer provides a natural way to measure unhappiness U . But
what about happiness?

Exercise 2.12 Suggest how to convert U into a measure H of happiness. We’d
like H to be a real quantity between 0 and ∞. Show that your definition of H
determines which way birds will hop between birdhouses.

Unhappiness is just as meaningful as happiness. Many people have negative
attitudes toward birds, and so they always think in terms of unhappiness.
But aside from the convenient way we have of measuring unhappiness (by
crowding birds into a standard “dismalometer” birdhouse), it usually turns
out to be easier to think in terms of happiness. It is also nicer to focus on
the positive aspects of life.
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Chapter 3

The Second Rule

3.1 Reversible and irreversible

We begin this chapter with an observation about bird exchanges. Some bird
movements are reversible—that is, they can go in reverse to return everything
to the initial situation. Other movements are irreversible, and no such simple
rewinding is possible.

Suppose some birds fly into a birdhouse. If they arrive one by one over a
long period of time, each one settles in nicely. The happiness of the birdhouse
declines somewhat. Then, if the birds leave in the same gradual way, the
birdhouse returns to its previous situation, with the exact same happiness.
Thus, this is an example of a reversible bird movement.

But suppose the flying birds arrive all together. This causes a good deal
of additional stress and confusion, which decreases the happiness level more
than a gradual arrival would. Having many birds depart suddenly also has a
negative effect; the happiness of the birdhouse increases, but not by as much
as it would if the birds left gradually. Sudden arrival and departure of the
birds actually leaves the final state of the birdhouse less happy than it was
before, even though the bird population B has zero net change.

Birds, in other words, are actually rather like people, whose happiness is
affected not only by changes in their circumstances but also by the speed of
those changes. A period of very rapid change can lead to long-term dimin-
ishment of happiness. If we want to make sure that our bird exchanges are
reversible, we will make sure they happen slowly.

Another example of a reversible movement of birds is when a bird hops
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from P to Q when the two birdhouses are in equilibrium: P ↔ Q. Since birds
can hop in either direction between the two birdhouses, then this hopping
is reversible.1 On the other hand, suppose Q is happier than P , so that
P → Q but Q 9 P . Then a bird hopping from P to Q is not a reversible
movement. If we want our bird-hopping to be reversible, we must arrange
that it happens between birdhouses in equilibrium.

A good example of a reversible movement is when a bird hops from one
birdhouse to another with the same happiness H. When two birdhouses are
in equilibrium, the birds can hop in either direction with equal ease. But
if a bird hops from a less happy to a more happy birdhouse, it will not be
willing to go back. That is an irreversible bird movement. To make sure our
bird-hopping movements are reversible, we must only allow hopping between
birdhouses that are in equilibrium.

3.2 A new rule

As we have seen, birds tend to hop toward happier birdhouses and away from
less happy ones. We might try to formulate a new rule to express this fact:

It never happens that a bird hops from a happier birdhouse to a
less happy one.

This is something like the right idea, but it needs some refinement.
First of all, we can’t tell the birds apart, so the new rule should not talk

about what happens to a particular bird. Instead, we should say something
like,

It never happens that a bird hops out of a happier birdhouse and
a bird hops into a less happy one.

Even this, though, is not quite right.
Birds are smart, and they sometimes cooperate. Let us suppose that we

have three birdhouses, P and Q and R, such that P is the least happy one
and R is the most happy one. Our naive proposed rule would suggest that
no birds would ever hop into P . But in fact, we sometimes find that a few
birds are willing to hop toward a less happy birdhouse if it means that other

1We are implicitly making the large birdhouse assumption here. One bird does not
affect the happiness level by much.
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birds are able to hop to a more happy one. A crowd birds hops out of Q,
and then some of them hop into P while the rest hop into R.

This is the sort of weird phenomenon that makes birdodynamics so fasci-
nating. Clearly, the birds are up to something. They have a collective goal,
for which some birds are willing to sacrifice their own individual happiness.
But what is that goal? What do birds want?

Still, there is something to the idea that birds tend to hop from less happy
to more happy birdhouses. We never see that happen unless something else
is going on—like other birds hopping to more happy birdhouses. So here is
a more precise statement:

It never happens that a bird hops out of a more happy birdhouse
and a bird hops into a less happy birdhouse, and nothing else has
any net change.

This is a true statement. It is called the Second Rule of Birdhouses. As we
will see, there are some other statements of the Second Rule, each of them
expressing the same idea in different form. This particular statement was
devised by a bird-watcher named Rudy, so we will also call it Rudy’s Rule.

The Second Rule is like the First Rule. It is about the relation of history
and state change. The hopping of birds from one birdhouse to another is
about history. But the proviso that “nothing else has any net change” has
to do with the situations of all the birdhouses at the beginning and end of
the story.

The Second Rule also captures something about irreversible bird move-
ments. When birds hop from a less happy to a more happy birdhouse, we
cannot simply reverse that process and make them hop the other way. To
induce them to do so, we have to arrange for something else to happen as
well, some other net change in the overall situation. The world has changed
irreversibly. We cannot return everything to the way it was before.

3.3 A devious scheme

If P is less happy than Q, the Second Rule forbids a bird from hopping from
Q to P . It also forbids a lot of more roundabout schemes, in which birds
hop and fly between many different birdhouses, but in the end the only net
change is for a bird to hop out of P and a bird to hop into Q. The details of
what happens in between do not matter.
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Figure 3.1: A hypothetical scheme for fooling birds into violating the Sec-
ond Rule. Birds hop from P to launching birdhouse R, then fly to landing
birdhouse S, then hop to Q.

Many times the best way to understand a Rule is to think of a way to
break it. Could we possibly trick birds to hop in the wrong direction, away
from Q and into P?

Remember the Count’s birdhouse experiment. Birds flew in and birds
flew out, and this could go on forever without making any net change in
the properties of the birdhouse. We might call this a landing birdhouse. Its
function simply turns flying birds into landing birds, with no other change.
The Count’s experiment proves that landing birdhouses can exist.

Now imagine the opposite kind of birdhouse, called a launching birdhouse.
In one of these, birds enter by hopping into the lower door and leave by flying
out at the top, making no net change in the birdhouse state. Let us imagine
for a moment that we can build this kind of birdhouse as well.

We can now trick the birds into going against the Second Rule! The set-up
we have in mind is pictured in Figure 3.1. We have two birdhouses P and Q,
with P 9 Q. Next to P we place a launching birdhouse R whose happiness
is high enough that P → R. Next to Q we place a landing birdhouse whose
happiness is low enough that S → Q. Birds hop out of P and into R. Then
birds fly from R to S (which is okay, since birds may fly anywhere). Then
birds hop out of S and into Q.

Exercise 3.1 Carefully explain why this scheme violates Rudy’s Rule.

If the Second Rule is really a Rule, it must be that we have cheated.
But how? We know that we can build a landing birdhouse; the Count’s
experiment proves that. That must mean that a launching birdhouse is
impossible. That is,
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It is impossible to build a launching birdhouse—that is, a bird-
house in which birds hop in and birds fly out, with no net change
to the state of the birdhouse.

This fact follows from Rudy’s Rule, the Second Rule of Birdhouses. It is
sometimes called Willie’s Rule, after the bird-watcher who proposed it.

3.4 Only some of the birds

Examine our logic carefully. Our argument was that launching birdhouses
can produce violations of Rudy’s Rule. That is:

Launching birdhouses exist⇒ Rudy’s Rule fails .

From this we inferred Willie’s rule, which states that

Rudy’s Rule holds⇒ Launching birdhouses do not exist .

The two statements are indeed logically equivalent; they are called contra-
positive of each other. But what about the converse? That is, can we also
show that

Rudy’s Rule fails⇒ Launching birdhouses exist ?

To do this, we need a new idea. A partial launching birdhouse is a bird-
house R that works as follows:

1. Birds hop into R on the ground from some birdhouse that is less happy
than R.

2. Some birds fly away from R.

3. Other birds hop from R to another birdhouse that is more happy than
R.

At the end of this process, the state of R has returned to its original state.
That is, the overall process for R is a cycle.

The point here is that R causes some of the “input” hopping birds to take
flight, but not all of them; the rest hop over to a happier birdhouse. We make
no assumption about how many of the birds end up flying. The only point
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Figure 3.2: A magical device Z allows birds to hop out of P and into Q,
despite the fact that P is happier than Q.

here is that we can use a partial launching birdhouse to get some of them
in the air. We will assume that it is possible to build a partial launching
birdhouse.

Now suppose we have a magic device—call it Z—that allows us to break
Rudy’s Rule. This is shown in Figure 3.2. With no net change of its own
state, the Z device allows birds to hop from P to Q, even though P 9 Q
otherwise.

Exercise 3.2 Assume that a Z device exists. Show how to use it and a partial
launching birdhouse to create a perfect launching birdhouse.

Here’s what we have shown so far:

• If we can break Willie’s Rule (and build a launching birdhouse), then
we can break Rudy’s Rule. Thus, Rudy’s Rule implies Willie’s Rule.

• If we can break Rudy’s Rule (and build a Z device), then we can break
Willie’s Rule. Thus, Willie’s Rule implies Rudy’s Rule.

Therefore, both Rudy’s Rule and Willie’s Rule are statements of the Second
Rule of Birdhouses.

To be continued . . . .
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